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Coronavirus Pandemic Analysis Through Tripartite Graph Clustering
in Online Social Networks
Xueting Liao, Danyang Zheng , and Xiaojun Cao
Abstract: The COVID-19 pandemic has hit the world hard. The reaction to the pandemic related issues has been
pouring into social platforms, such as Twitter. Many public officials and governments use Twitter to make policy
announcements. People keep close track of the related information and express their concerns about the policies
on Twitter. It is beneficial yet challenging to derive important information or knowledge out of such Twitter data. In
this paper, we propose a Tripartite Graph Clustering for Pandemic Data Analysis (TGC-PDA) framework that builds
on the proposed models and analysis: (1) tripartite graph representation, (2) non-negative matrix factorization with
regularization, and (3) sentiment analysis. We collect the tweets containing a set of keywords related to coronavirus
pandemic as the ground truth data. Our framework can detect the communities of Twitter users and analyze the
topics that are discussed in the communities. The extensive experiments show that our TGC-PDA framework can
effectively and efficiently identify the topics and correlations within the Twitter data for monitoring and understanding
public opinions, which would provide policy makers useful information and statistics for decision making.
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Introduction

The COVID-19 has hit the world and made major
impacts in society, economy, medical care, environment,
and so on[1, 2] . To prevent the virus from spreading all
over the world, unnecessary travel has been restricted,
quarantines are required, and even Tokyo Olympics
was postponed[3–5] . The virus has been spreading to
almost the whole world. Since the major pathogen of
COVID-19 is a single-stranded RNA, it is intrinsically
unstable. The immune system of humans may not be
as responsive (even injected with vaccine) if the virus
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RNA significantly changes its structure[6] . This means
the vaccine may need to be constantly updated and there
could be a lengthy recovery for many people.
Meanwhile, the pandemic has led to the global
economic disruption, the anxiousness for supply
shortages, and the fear of disease. A mass of
misinformation and conspiracy theories about the
coronavirus have spread over the Internet, especially
on Online Social Networks (OSNs)[7] . Twitter, as one of
the most popular social networking platforms, is widely
used to allow people to post and comment the messages,
called “tweets”. Twitter contains not only the text data,
but also the interaction among users. The ever-increasing
expansion of the Internet and mobile networks allows
real-time propagation of tweets to a large number of
people, which makes it a desired environment for the
breaking-news discussion and fear contagion. The open
source intelligence from the social networks in Twitter
can be utilized to analyze and keep track of the attitudes
or opinions of people towards coronavirus pandemic
events. Important information or knowledge can be
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derived from such Twitter data, which can provide policy
makers better information and statistics for decision
making.
In Twitter, the data (such as users and tweets) are
linked rather than a bunch of standalone information
units. Thus, it is natural to represent such linked data as
graphs. The representation of the graph can largely affect
the performance of Twitter data analysis. Meanwhile,
the scale of the graphs increases explosively from
thousands of vertices to billions of vertices, which makes
it important to find a proper graph representation for
the data. A suitable graph representation can make the
entire descriptive or predictive graph analyzing process
efficient and effective. For example, multipartite graphs
can be used to model networks with different objects,
such as documents and terms, movies and preferences,
or buyers and sellers. In Refs. [8, 9], unipartite and
bipartite graphs have been used to represent Twitter data.
Once we have a proper graph presentation of Twitter data,
machine learning models can be developed to conduct
various data analysis, including sentiment, prediction,
trend analysis and so on[10, 11] .
Sentiment analysis in Twitter can analyze the tweet
texts to identify the opinions or ideas that users
express. Much literal work on Twitter sentiment analysis
focused on understanding the sentiments of individual
tweets and user-level sentiments[12–14] . Some researchers
studied both tweet-level and user-level sentiments[15, 16] .
Sentiment analysis is challenging because the sentiments
of users are correlated with the sentiments expressed
in many short tweets, which are intrinsically noisy
and labile. In addition, it is difficult to understand
and characterize the dynamics in user’s sentiments, as
different time may lead to contradict opinions towards
the same topic. It is not uncommon to see people having
a lukewarm and reluctant attitude towards a product at
first glance, but later cannot live without it.
In this work, we investigate the issue of pandemic
analysis through Twitter data, and propose a framework
of Tripartite Graph Clustering for Pandemic Data
Analysis (TGC-PDA). In the proposed framework,
we first build a tripartite graph, which will take
advantage of the characteristics of the Twitter users
and tweets network structure to facilitate exploring
the community structures. Then we cluster the tweets
and users based on the structure of the graph using a
clustering approach. Finally, the framework provides the
open source intelligence from the clustered communities,
which can help keep track of people’s feedbacks and
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opinions towards the Coronavirus pandemic events. To
the best of our knowledge, the TGC-PDA framework is
the first to effectively analyze the sentiments of users
for COVID-19-related topics based on transforming of
the tripartite graph. We conduct a set of experiments
on COVID-19 related Twitter data, and verify that our
approach is effective and efficient.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
introduces the background of our work. Section 3
explains the main notations and problem formulation for
our work. Section 4 explains our proposed framework.
Section 5 illustrates the computing algorithm. Section 6
elaborates the experimental setting, results, and analysis.
Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 7.

2

Background

In this section, we present some backgrounds on
multipartite graph modeling, non-negative matrix
factorization, and sentiment analysis.
2.1

Multipartite graph and community detection

A multipartite graph is usually used to model
heterogeneous data. In graph theory, a multipartite
graph or k-partite graph is a graph whose vertices are
or can be partitioned into k different independent sets.
Equivalently, it is a graph that can be colored with k
colors, while no two endpoints of an edge have the
same color. Figure 1 shows two examples of multipartite
graphs with different node sets. When k D 2, a k-partite
graph is called a bipartite graph. When k D 3, a k-partite
graph is called a tripartite graph, which generally means
it is constructed using data from three heterogeneous
sources.
Figure 2 shows an example of clustering results for a
tripartite graph. The solid lines are the edges connecting
different types of nodes. The dashed line polygons
cluster the nodes into two different groups, which
form two communities. Clustering is an unsupervised
approach, no labeled data is required. Compared with
the traditional clustering approaches built on just the

(a) k = 2

Fig. 1

(b) k = 3

Examples of multipartite graph with different k.
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Fig. 2 An example of tripartite graph co-clustering
problem.

information from a graph with one type of node,
clustering multipartite graph nodes (with different types
of nodes) can derive more meaningful and useful
statistics or information from the graph.
For unipartite graphs, there are usually two main
approaches to detect communities. One is based on
modeling the community structure or topology, and the
other is based on extracting it from flow calculations.
Analyzing multipartite graph as a separate network
category to investigate the community structure has
become popular in the literature[17, 18] . To handle
the multipartite graph cases, one popular way is to
utilize the edge features to simplify the multipartite
graph, as edges usually are one type. However, such
transformation may lose too much information to
determine communities accurately. Recently, researchers
have proposed approaches based on Non-negative Matrix
Factorization (NMF)[19] and ranking[20] .
2.2

NMF

NMF is a technique for obtaining low rank representation
of matrices that have only non-negative elements[21] . It
has many applications, including information retrieval
and text mining[22] . The constraints of non-negative
basis vectors differ from other rank reduction method,
such as Principal Component Analysis (PCA)[23] and
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD)[24] , which makes
it ideal for situations where non-negative numbers are
used for data interpretation/representation, for example,
pixel intensities in image processing. Generally, NMF
aims to factor a data matrix A into two lower dimension
matrices (W and H), and minimize the square error
between the original matrix A and the multiplication
of those two matrices,
min jjA WHjj2F ;
subject to 8i; j; ŒWi;j ; ŒHi;j > 0

(1)

where W and H are called dictionary matrix and
expansion matrix, respectively. The challenge here is

how to effectively identify these two matrices. There
are multiple variations to the basic NMF approach
wherein additional constraints, such as sparsity and
orthogonality, are imposed to limit the solution space for
the decomposed result. Decomposing into three matrices
has also been proposed. It is called non-negative matrix
tri-factorizations and it shows good performance in
approximation[25] .
The optimization problem in Formula (1) is a
non-convex optimization with respect to variables W
and H. Thus, a local optima is often encountered. To
find optimized solutions for the matrices, one common
approach to update matrices is the multiplicative
updating algorithm[21] . However, it has poor
performance[26] and convergence issues[27] . There
are some other approaches, such as the block principal
pivoting method[28] and the random projections
method[29] , that can be used to update matrices. These
methods try to overcome the shortcomings of the
multiplicative updating algorithm, and generally have
better performance.
2.3

Sentiment analysis

Sentiment analysis or opinion mining is a natural
language processing technique used to extract subjective
information, usually in three classes: positive, neutral,
and negative. A large number of research in sentiment
analysis focused on identifying text polarity[30–34] . There
are some other research focusing on feelings and
emotions, such as angry or happy, and intentions[35–37] .
Sentiment analysis can help gauge public opinion,
conduct nuanced research, and monitor extensive data
tends effectively.

3

Pandemic Analysis Through Twitter Data

In this section, we discuss how we construct the tripartite
graph, the notations, and the problem formulation for
pandemic analysis.
3.1

Tripartite graph in twitter

The important information of a tweet includes: (1)
user, (2) tweet text, and (3) hashtag/keyword. The
relationships among them are straightforward: a user
can like or comment or post a tweet, and a tweet
might have some topics/hashtags/keywords. In other
words, users will perform actions (e.g., like/comment)
on tweets, while each tweet is associated with certain
topics/hashtags/keywords. As users do not directly
perform actions on the topics/keywords/hashtags, we
can abstract the relationships among user, tweet contents,
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and topics/keywords/hashtags into a tripartite graph. For
example, Fig. 3 is an example to model Twitter data
as a tripartite graph. The tripartite graph is composed
of three types of nodes: user nodes, tweet nodes, and
topic nodes. In the tripartite graph, the user nodes only
connect with the tweet nodes, while the tweet nodes
only connect with the topic nodes. In Fig. 3, the solid
lines with red heart icon and message icon represent
like or comment relationship between users and tweets,
respectively; while the lines without icon represent the
containing relationship between tweets and topics.
3.2

Problem definition

We denote the raw data from the Twitter platform with a
3-tuple RD D hU; T; H i, where U; T; and H represent
the set of users, tweets, and topics, respectively. Note
that U , T , and H are three mutually disjoint sets (i.e.,
(U \ T / [ .T \ H / [ .H \ U / D ∅).
Given the raw data, our target is to generate the
community’s attitude towards COVID-19 events via
the following phases: (1) generate tripartite graph

representation from the raw data, (2) detect the
communities via graph clustering, and (3) infer
sentiments for each community. The attitude of each
community will be represented by positive or neutral or
negative. Table 1 shows the notations used in this work.

4

Pandemic Data Analysis Framework

In this section, we propose a framework of TGC-PDA
to automatically collect, cluster, and infer the sentiments
from the observed tweets.
Figure 4 shows the overview of the TGC-PDA
framework. The input of the framework is Twitter
raw data. TGC-PDA consists of three main steps: (1)
tripartite graph representation, (2) clustering, and (3)
sentiment analysis. In the tripartite graph representation
step, we find a mathematical model to represent the
data with less information loss. Then, the clustering
step builds a matrix factorization based on clustering
algorithm to find the communities in the graph. Finally,
Table 1

Symbol
n; m; t
G.V; E/
U; T; H
B
Pi;j
L
D
F; G
S

Fig. 3

An example of tripartite graph in Twitter.

Fig. 4
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Tr.X/
jjXjjF

Notation.
Definition
Number of users, tweets, and topics
Graph with node set V and edge set E
Node set of users, tweets, and topics
Matrix representation of a bipartite graph
Number of paths between node i and node j
Normalized Laplacian matrix
Degree matrix: diagonal with ŒDi;i D degree.vi /
Decomposed matrices: F 2 nd and G 2 kn
d k
Association matrix: S 2 RC
Set of all cluster indicator matrices
P
Trace of matrix X: Tr.X/ D n
1 xi;i
Frobenius norm of a matrix X

An overview of the TGC-PDA framework.
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the sentiment analysis step extracts attitudes within the
communities.
4.1

Tripartite graph representation

A tripartite graph G.V; E/ can be constructed from the
data to represent the relationships among U , T , and
H , where V and E represent the node set and edge
set, respectively. In G, we have V D fU [ T [ H g,
and E D fEU;T [ ET;H g, while EU;T is the edge set
between the user nodes and the tweet nodes, and ET;H is
the edge set between the tweet nodes and the topic nodes.
In graph theory, a tripartite graph is complete if and
only if each node in one set of nodes is fully connected
with all nodes in the adjacent set. Based on the data we
obtained from Twitter, the tripartite graph generated in
our case is not complete.
Different from the traditional machine learning
techniques or frameworks[38, 39] , the TGC-PDA will
employ the proposed tripartite graph structure to
organize the data. With the tripartite graph, the arising
challenge is to identify a proper representation of the
graph to embed useful information for further processes,
such as clustering and sentiment analyzing. To represent
the graph and find a suitable clustering solution for a
tripartite graph, one way is to divide the graph into
two bipartite graphs. For example, we can build usertweet bipartite graph and tweet-topic graph, and then
find clusters over these two graphs separately. In this
case, the connections between users and topics are lost.
In addition, the relations between users, which have
been proved important in social network analysis, are
not considered either.
Based on the analysis above, we propose to build
a user-topic bipartite graph and a user-tweet bipartite
graph, as shown in Fig. 5. We use tweet-level nodes as
the bridges to build the connection between user and topic
nodes. In Fig. 5, Node I has three paths (a path is a finite
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sequence of edges connecting two end nodes) connecting
to Node b, which goes through Node 1 and Node 2.
Accordingly, we can set the edge weight between Node
I and Node b as 3. The user-topic bipartite graph can
and the matrix representation for
be denoted by Bnt
h
user-tweet bipartite graph is denoted by Bnm
. Both
u
of the bipartite graph matrices are non-negative and the
detailed deduction will be discussed in Section 5.
4.2

Non-negative Matrix Factorization
Regularization (NMFR)

with

In the second step of the framework, we need to find the
clustering result of the input graph data. Since the matrix
representation of the graph is a non-negative matrix, it
is straightforward to use the NMF for clustering. In
this way, for the user-topic bipartite graph generated in
Section 4. At first, we can find an intermediate clustering
result of the graph by applying the clustering algorithms.
Then, we can feed the intermediate clustering result into
clustering process of the user-tweet bipartite graph, and
the clusters can be found accordingly.
Because users tend to have consistent preferences,
it would be preferable to make tweet nodes close to
their user nodes. In other words, node locality needs
to be preserved. Thus, standard NMF may not work
properly. In fact, as to be described later, our experiment
results show that the accuracy of NMF is poor. Hence,
we propose the graph regularization technique into NMF
to smooth the result[40] . In specific, to cluster users and
topics, we use the NMFR modeled as the following
formula:
min jjBh BTh

Fh Sh Gh jj2F C
˛ Tr.FTh Lf Fh / C ˇ Tr.Gh Lg GTh / (2)

where jjXjjF denotes the Frobenius norm of a matrix
X. The Frobenius norm is a matrix norm of an m  n
matrix X, which is defined as the square root of the sum
of the absolute squares of all elements, as shown in the
following:
v
uX
n
um X
t
jjXjjF D
jxi;j j2
(3)
i D1 j D1

In Formula (2), Bh is the matrix representation of the
user and topic bipartite graph, which can be defined by
(
Pi;j ; if i and j are connectedI
ŒBh i;j D
(4)
0;
otherwise
Fig. 5 Build the user-topic bipartite by removing the tweet
nodes of the tripartite graph and leveraging the tweet nodes
as the connection for user and topic nodes.

where Pi;j is the number of paths between node i and
node j . For example, the matrix representation of Fig. 5
will be
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"a b c#
I 1 3 1
Bh D
II 0 2 1
In Formula (2), Bh BTh represents the pairwise
nd
kn
similarity matrix, Fh 2
and Gh 2
are non-negative matrices and are cluster indicators,
respectively, where is the set of all cluster indicator
d k
matrices. Sh 2 RC
is used to increase the degree of
freedom, such that the low-rank matrix representation
has better approximation[41] . The coefficients ˛ and
ˇ are regularization parameters to smooth and balance
the reconstruction error. Lf and Lg are the normalized
graph Laplacian matrices, with the definition of: L D
1
1
I D 2 WD 2 , where I is identity matrix, D is degree
matrix, and W is adjacency matrix. Lg and Lf share the
same definition with their specific graph structure, and
also the corresponding D.Dg and Df ) and W.Wg and
Wf ). Tr() represents the trace of a matrix. By optimizing
the loss function, we can have the clustering results for
the user-topic bipartite graph. To cluster the user-tweet
bipartite graph, we utilize the cluster for tweets based
on the clustering results of users. If one tweet belongs
to different clusters, we use the majority vote strategy to
choose a proper placement, which will be the clustering
result for user and tweet bipartite graph Bu . The detailed
optimization algorithm to iteratively update the matrices
in Formula (2) will be explained in Section 5.
4.3

Sentiment analysis

As our goal is to extract open source intelligence from
each community, we aggregate the tweets based on
their cluster labels. Then, we run a sentiment analysis
with a mini-batch algorithm when running the full-batch
algorithms is intractable. We use the sentiment analysis
library, such as Textblob[42] , to provide a quantitative
result for the polarity in one cluster. Textblob is one
of the commonly used libraries for processing textual
data[42] . It provides APIs to handle natural language
processing tasks, including text cleaning and sentiment
analysis. To get the polarity of a cluster, we measure
the percentage of positive, neutral, and negative tweets
in that cluster. This way we can figure out the overall
attitudes of the users in one cluster for the COVID-19
related events.

5

NMFR Updating Algorithm

In this section, we focus on solving the objective
function that is formulated as a minimization problem
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in Formula (2), where Fh and Gh are the cluster
indicator matrices. The multiplication result of Bh BTh
is a symmetric matrix. From Ref. [41], we know that
the loss function can be transformed to the following
problem:
min jjBh BTh Fh Sh Gh jj2F C
˛jjFh

Xf Yf jj2F C ˇjjGTh
s.t.,

Xg Y g jj2F ;

Y Tg Y g D I; YfT Yf D I

(5)

where Xg D Wf 1=2 Dg 1=2 and Xf D Df 1=2 Wf 1=2 , Yf
and Y g are arbitrary orthonormal matrices.
To get Sh , we can fix Fh and Gh . Then, only the first
term in Formula (5) can affect the minimization process
and the rest two terms are constants. Accordingly, we
can calculate Sh by setting the derivative of Formula (5)
to zero, and obtain
Sh D .FTh Fh / 1 FTh Bh BTh GTh .Gh GTh / 1
(6)
Next, if we fix Fh , Gh , and Sh , we can obtain Yf and
Y g by doing the singular value decomposition to XfT Fh
and XTg GTh .
Similarly, we can fix Fh , Sh , and Y g and find that the
second term in Formula (5) is constant. As a result, we
only need to optimize the first and the third terms. Since
Gh is the cluster indicator matrix, it can be obtained in
the following equation:
Tr.MT Z MT MG ˇG C ˇY T / D 0
(7)
where
M D Fh Sh ; Z D Bh BTh ; G D Gh ; Y D Xg Y g :
To calculate Fh , we can fix Gh , Sh , and Yf . Then,
the third term in Formula (5) is constant and we only
need to minimize the first and the second term. Now,
the cluster indicator matrix Fh can be obtained in the
following equation:
Tr.ZMT

FMMT

˛F C ˛Y/ D 0
(8)
where
M D Sh Gh ; Z D Bh BTh ; F D Fh ; Y D Xf Yf :
Algorithm 1 shows the pseudocode for the proposed
NMFR Updating (NMFRU) algorithm, which can cluster
the graph in phase two of the TGC-PDA framework. The
basic idea of the proposed NMFRU is to fix some factors
and update one parameter at a time. Here, we start with
one parameter that appears least frequently in the loss
function and iteratively update the matrices.

6

Experimental Result

In this section, we analyze our experimental results
and the performance of TGC-PDA. We also compare

Big Data Mining and Analytics, December 2021, 4(4): 242–251
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Algorithm 1

MNFRU algorithm

Input: data matrix Bh , parameters ˛ and ˇ
Output: Fh ; Sh ; and Gh
1: Initialize Fh and Gh with random class indicator matrices;
2: Calculate Xf and X g I
3: While it does not converge
Update Sh according to Eq. (6);
Calculate Yf by doing singular value decomposition to
XfT Fh ;
Calculate Y g by doing singular value decomposition
XTg GTh ;
Update Gh according to Eq. (7);
Update Fh according to Eq. (8);
4: Return Fh , Sh , and Gh

NMFRU with the well-known clustering methods, such
as Kmeans, NMF, and the commonly used variants,
including Semi-NMF (SNMF)[43] and Orthogonal
NMTF (ONMTF)[44] .
6.1

Dataset

We evaluate the performance of TGC-PDA with real
Twitter dataset about “Covid-19” collected between Feb.
15th, 2020 and Sep. 30th 2020. To get the tweet data,
we wrote a python program to crawl the tweets and the
users who liked them. Multiple hashtag keywords, such
as #COVID19, #coronavirus, #covid, covid pandemic,
and #COVID20 are used to ensure we can get a large
dataset. Since the free Twitter API we use has rate limits
and it restricts the number of retrieved tweets during
each login access, we have to crawl the data for several
months. After removing the duplicate and non-English
posts, we obtain 18 327 tweets, with 752 649 users who
interacted with the tweets. Some users only interacted
with one tweet in our dataset, which are identified as
“less interactive” users and excluded. After the data
cleanup, we have 301 982 users left.
6.2

Experimental setup

As all the clustering methods (i.e., Kmeans, NMF,
SNMF, ONMTF, and our NMFRU) have one or more
parameters to be tuned, to make the comparison fair, we
run these methods under different parameters and choose
the best result for each algorithm. In addition, we set
the number of clusters as the true number of classes for
all clustering algorithms on the dataset. In specific, for
Kmeans and NMF algorithms, the hyperparameter is
kcluster (number of clusters). If kcluster is given, no other
parameters would be needed. In NMFR, we have two
hyperparameters: ˛ and ˇ. To find a proper value for

these parameters, we plot a loss-value curve, with value
ranging from 0.1 to 1000. Then, the ˛ and ˇ values
can be found by scanning the plot. Since our data size
is relatively large and cannot be completely labeled
manually, we randomly choose 5% of the data to label
and use the result tested by sample data as the framework
result.
6.3

Evaluation metrics

To evaluate the clustering result, we use the widely
used standard metrics, including the clustering accuracy,
cluster purity, and Normalized Mutual Information
(NMI).
For the clustering accuracy, we compare the outputted
clusters c 2 Cout with the ground truth labelled data
g 2 Cground . The accuracy is defined as follows:
1 X
ı.gi ; map.ci //
Accuracy(Cout ; Cground / D
ksample
(9)
where ksample is total number of data samples, ı.a; b/
is the delta function, in which the value equals one if
a D b, and equals zero otherwise. The map.ci / is a
mapping function that maps each cluster label ci to the
same label in the ground truth data. We can use KuhnMunkres algorithm to find the best mappings[45] .
For the cluster purity, we compare the cluster output
c 2 Cout with the ground truth labelled data g 2 Cground .
The purity of the cluster result is calculated,
X
1
max .c \ g/
Purity(Cout ; Cground / D
g2Cground
ksample
c2Cout

(10)
where ksample is the number of data samples. A perfect
clustering result has a purity of one, and a bad one has
the purity value close to zero.
For the NMI, we compare the cluster output c 2 Cout
with the ground truth labelled data g 2 Cground . The
NMI is defined as
2  I.Cout ; Cground /
NMI(Cout ; Cground / D
(11)
ŒH.Cout / C H.Cground /
where H./ represents the entropy, and I.Cout ; Cground /
denotes the mutual information between Cout and Cground .
A higher NMI value means the better clustering result.
To obtain a less biased estimation of the framework,
we run NMFRU algorithms twenty times and take the
average result for each model.
6.4

Results and discussion

Table 2 shows the comparison between NMFRU and
several baseline models, such as Kmeans, NMF, SNMF,
and ONMTF. When applying these baseline models to
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Table 2
Method
Kmeans
NMF
SNMF
ONMTF
NMFRU

Performance results of classifiers.
Accuracy
Purity
NMI
0.613
0.549
0.513
0.583
0.536
0.493
0.627
0.562
0.534
0.674
0.578
0.557
0.706
0.617
0.621

our data, we do not embed the topic nodes to user nodes.
Instead, we use the user and tweet bipartite graph to
calculate the clustering result. The matrix form of the
bipartite graph is that the columns and rows correspond
to the two sets of vertices, with each entry corresponding
to an edge between a column and a row. From Table 2,
we can see that NMFRU achieves the best performance
in terms of accuracy, purity, and NMI. This is because
our bipartite graph is created based on our tripartite graph
model, and it embedded more information than the plain
bipartite graph. We also utilize the tri-factorization and
locality preserved schemes, which can further improve
the performance.
We study the average convergence time of our
framework in Fig. 6. When the number of iterations is
around 23, our framework tends to converge with a total
loss of 2, which shows that the calculation of NMFRU
is fast. Meanwhile, when comparing the convergence
time by the different baseline methods in Fig. 7, we
can see that NMFRU is slower than Kmeans but faster
than other baseline clustering methods. It is because we
do fewer matrix multiplication operations in NMFRU,
hence saving some running time. Therefore, TGC-PDA
that utilizes NMFRU as the core clustering algorithm
can be used for a large dataset.
As for the polarity of the communities, Table 3 shows
the largest ten communities with its polarity ratio. From
Table 3, we find that the neutral ratio is quite high among
all topics. In order to figure out the rationale here, we

Fig. 6
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Total loss with different numbers of iterations.

Fig. 7

Convergence time of methods.

Table 3

Largest ten communities with its polarity ratio.
(%)
Keyword
Positive
Neutral
Negative
marketcrash2021
18.2
48.7
33.1
maskshortage
14.1
41.6
44.3
death
4.1
73.1
22.8
NYbreak
12.2
57.5
30.3
antibody
30.5
41.3
28.2
stimulus
32.6
41.7
25.7
testing
32.7
38.9
28.4
vaccine
20.4
61.2
18.4
symptoms
26.3
48.9
24.8
stayathome
23.6
51.8
24.6

manually examined 1000 posts and found that there are
lots of media or government agencies (e.g., CNN and
CDC) that use Twitter to publish real-time news and the
latest policy. These tweets tend to be retweeted many
times. Obviously, such tweets are more likely to be
considered neutral.

7

Conclusion

The outbreak of COVID-19 makes the whole world
chaotic. People often search for real-time news and
ventilate their emotions through the Internet. OSNs
are widely used for opinions sharing, news publishing,
and information spreading. The large useful data from
OSNs can be leveraged to help public officials and
governments make better decisions. In this paper, we
build a framework of TGC-PDA to utilize Twitter data
to monitor and automatically collect the voice of the
people during COVID-19 pandemic. The TGC-PDA
framework takes advantage of the characteristics of the
Twitter users and tweets network structure to effectively
analyze the community structures and sentiments. It
enables us to extract the open source intelligence from
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each community, which could be utilized to track
people’s feedbacks and opinions towards the coronavirus
pandemic events. Our work currently is a pioneering
work and it only focused on English-language tweets. It
would be feasible to extend our work to handle tweets
in other languages. Similar techniques can be applied
to other online and publicly available social media
platforms, such as Reddit. Since a tweet may contain
not only text, but also embedded hyperlinks, images, or
even videos, it would be interesting and challenging to
explore more information from them. Moreover, some
events during COVID-19 are time-sensitive, it would be
also interesting to study the tweets from the perspective
of time-series analysis.
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